
Yam Master 
A dice and board game challenge for two players! 

 
For each performed dice figure, put one of your tokens on the Yam Master board. To win, achieve the most rows of tokens and block 
opponent’s rows. 
Let the fight start! 
 

Aim of the game: score more points than the opponent, or perform a horizontal, vertical or diagonal row of 5 tokens. 
 

In turn, each player throws the dices and has three tries to perform one of the figures that are left on the board. After each dice throw, the 
player may put aside as many dice as he likes and throw again the others. Each dice put aside may be thrown later. 
 

The available figures are: 
 . Three of a kind (square “1” to “6“): at least 3 dice with same number (example: square “2”: 3 dice with number “2“) 
 . Full House (“Full“) : 3 dice of a kind and 2 dice of a kind 
 . Four of a kind (“Carré“): at least 4 dice with same number 
 . Five of a kind (“Yam“): 5 dice with same number 
 . Straight (“Suite“): 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
 . ≤8: sum of all dice numbers not higher than 8 
 . One shot (“Sec“): an above figure, except 3 of a kind, in the first throw  
 . Challenge (“Défi“): before the second throw, the player makes a bet. He must successful call to an above figure, except 3 of a kind, within 

the second or third throw. He must not call to a specified figure. 
Please note that the dice may simultaneously produce several figures (example: a “Yam” is as well a “3 of a kind”, a “4 of a kind”, a 
Full House). The player may choose one of these figures. 

 

Since a player performs a figure, he may (but must not) put one of his tokens on one of the free squares of the board corresponding to this 
figure. 
 

Performing a “Yam” at any moment, the player may use it as “Predator”: he takes away an opponent’s token instead of putting one of his on 
the board. 
 

Scoring: 
. Three tokens in a horizontal, vertical or diagonal row score 1 point. 
. Four tokens in a row score 2 points. 
 

The game ends if one player used all his 12 tokens (the player with the most points wins) or if a player puts 5 tokens in a row (he wins at 
once). 
 

Material: 1 wooden board with felt dice tray, 5 dice, 24 tokens (12 of each colour). 


